4-WALL RACQUETBALL SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Nicholas Degenhardt, Beta Theta Pi
Independent: Enrique Corral

BILLIARDS SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Michael McCaul, Phi Delta Theta

DARTS SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Justin Tinkler, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

FOOSBALL SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Ryan Stubbers, Delta Upsilon
Independent: Gabriel Dandar

HORSE SHOOTOUT CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Jacob Wilson, Phi Delta Theta

PICKLEBALL SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Joshua Spradlin, Beta Theta Pi

SQUASH SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Timothy Munson, Phi Delta Theta
Independent: David Poole

TABLE TENNIS SINGLES CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Kirkland Lambert, Theta Xi
Independent: Omid Shafiee

FIFA 20 CHAMPIONS
Fraternity: Connor Plattner, Delta Upsilon
Independent: Agniproboho Mazumder